Teach students that their thoughts matter and that their thinking is as important as their responses. Read Thinking Out Loud on Paper; you’ll soon see the student daybook gives students a space to consider what they’ve learned in personal, authentic ways that create stronger connections.

Not to be confused with a daily-planner daybook, the student daybook helps organize thoughts. It helps learners build lasting connections between reflection and application, in-school content and out-of-school life, even last week’s lesson and this week’s. It’s not just a place to jot down ideas, but a place where real learning happens.

Fostering deeper, more critical thinking, offering a place to process content and new ideas, and reinforcing the importance of students’ own thoughts are just some of the reasons to implement the daybook. Thinking Out Loud on Paper goes well beyond rationales, to provide ready-to-use lessons that help you get started and succeed, including strategies for getting started, sustaining daybooks through meaningful invitations and instruction, and more!
Read *Thinking Out Loud on Paper* and you’ll see the student daybook as an effective way to teach students that their thoughts matter and that their thinking is as important as their responses.

**You may also be interested in...**

**Breathing In, Breathing Out**  
*Keeping a Writer’s Notebook*  
**RALPH FLETCHER**  

Ralph Fletcher takes a probing look into the nature of a writer’s notebook, examining what it is, how writers use it, and what makes it tick. *Breathing In, Breathing Out* is for new writers as well as those who may have once loved to write but have lost the spark along the way. It will help you find a natural rhythm for using a notebook and in the process start living the life of a writer.

**Writer’s-Reader’s Notebook**  
5 Pack  
**LINDA RIEF**  

The *Writer’s-Reader’s Notebook* is essential to everything Linda Rief’s students do in her workshop classroom as literate young men and women. Far more than a place where students merely practice writing, this is where they do the work of learning. Conveniently available in packs of five and with instructions for each of its sections printed inside, these notebooks are now ready for use in your classroom.